OPPORTUNITIES AT SYNECHRON

QUALITY ANALYST

Job Summary

As a Quality Analyst, you will engage in implementation, follow procedures designed to test software against various use cases, troubleshoot, and identify errors, bugs or other issues. You will be required to be a team player and work in conjunction with the development team to ensure the highest quality product possible.

Essential duties

• Assist the development team and make recommendations for product changes and improvements in the design of new and existing modules
• Provide technical software support, including investigating and qualifying bugs, interpreting procedure manuals, and maintaining accurate documentation
• Other duties as assigned

Minimum Qualifications

• Bachelor’s degree in Information Systems/Information Technology, or related disciplines
• Strong quantitative analysis and decision-making skills with an eye for detail
• Willingness to learn complex applications and unique data
• Excellent oral, written & interpersonal skills
• Good Academic Record and relevant Internship/Coop/work experience

APPLICATION DEVELOPER

Job Summary

As an Application Developer, you will apply your knowledge of software engineering to solve real-world problems for our clients as per the project requirements. This includes working to build applications that respond to the business needs, correcting issues in existing software, developing new applications.

Essential duties

• Participate in the process of design, coding, quality assurance, and debugging of new applications/modules
• Work under general direction with the ability to act independently when determining methods and procedures on new or existing functionality

BUSINESS ANALYST

Job Summary

A Business Analyst is someone who demonstrates both technical and financial knowledge, enjoys analyzing data, and is a team player. You will be responsible for providing ongoing quality assurance support in a rapidly changing environment driven by technical requirements and business needs. You will be working as part of a cross-functional team of Application Developers, a Business Analyst, and a Quality Assurance tester. This role will also involve communication with vendors, managers, and technical staff.

Essential duties

• Analysis of complex data, strategic support, research, and translating business needs into technical requirements
• Process documentation including information research reports, budget analysis, operational processes, sales and status reports
• Ability to prioritize both the short and long term tasks required on a daily basis

OPPORTUNITIES AT DOUBLE EFFECT (A SYNECHRON COMPANY)

Your Chance to be a Consultant

Double Effect (www.doubleeffect.com) places priority on personal growth & development and provides tremendous learning opportunities for a professional in the Consultancy Field. All the associates are supervised by a designated team leader for their personal growth and development. To monitor this, Personal Development Planning meetings are scheduled at least four times a year. Double Effect offers exciting career opportunities for advancement by offering Excellent compensation consisting of fixed and variable components, Laptop and Mobiles/Telephones etc.

TESTIMONIALS

Some of the testimonial from our previous batch of Junior Associate Hiring Program

In this program, associates are exposed to global work with 6 weeks of intensive training in India. This not only includes Synchro’s custom training but also gives an extensive view of the global markets and its offshore capabilities.

- MICHAEL BIBEN (JR. Associate - Quality Control), 2012 Batch

Our training consists of overviews of some of the tools that Synchro uses to develop software for its clients. All the junior associates are assigned to actual projects to gain hands on experience.

- ROGER LYONS (Associate - Software), 2013 Batch

We have intense training in SDLC as well as different testing and development methodologies, and the verdicts in which our clients are served are:

- EON ROSS (Associate - Quality Control), 2012 Batch

We, at Synchro, are committed to providing our associates with the latest technology and training programs that can provide the most desired hands-on approach to learning.

- YAN VISHNEPOPSKY (Associate - Software), 2011 Batch